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We have to talk about this issue, because our enemy is involved in our 

Ethiopian affairs “Isayas Afewerki”. I saw your response last night 

posted on Assimba.org. in response to my commentary “Who should 

advocate for Isayas- Ethiopians or Eritreans themselves?” When you 

sent me the response via my email yesterday night, I thought it was a 

private and decided to let it go. But, you posted it on media, so here is 

my second response. I can't directly challenge your view; I can only 

challenge your reason for the view. 

 

 Perhaps, you never praised Isayas directly- Those individuals who 

praised Isayas directly were mentioned by name in my article. I also 

mentioned you detailed point by point what you said about Isayas or 

whatever appreciation you have for him in his constitution. The rest of 

my points were defending Professor Musse’s position. Your appreciation 

to Isayas could interpreted indirect,  because, the ESAT crew that made 

you feel exited and to the extent praised them and thanked them was 

available because of Isayas’s half a Million Dollars (perhaps that was 

only for 6 months – it was coming more according to the leaked report) 

fund to ESAT.  

Without the lion share contribution of Isaya’s, those ESAT crew who 

made you felt great for interviewing their donor Mr. Isayas Afewerki 

could have not been possible to continue as ESAT employees earning 

what they are earning now as ESAT employees. 

 

You already told us in your own writings; 



Quote;- 

 

 “Dr. Birhanu has a budget of 500,000 dollar from bankrupt Eritrea. The 

budget is used for Ginbot 7 and also for ESAT. Most of us believed that 

ESAT has nothing to do with Ginbot 7, that is now history, Ginbot 7 

owns ESAT.”   (Tedla Assfaw) 

If so, what made you exited for these Isayas Afewerki’s funded media 

employee interviewing him? 

 

Last year, you call upon all Ethiopians to ask ; 

 

Quote:-  

“Ethiopians should ask how could Ginbot 7 leadership defend working 

closely with Isaias Afewroki” 

 

When Ethiopians did just that; you started to go after Ethiopatriots.com 

editors for posting a cartoon exposing Berhanu Negga the Ginbot 7 

leadership caring an ass on his shoulder (you can name the ass as 

ISAYAS WEDI MEDHIN BERAD) and also Andargachew Tsige  as 

“banda” for “deafening  and working closely with Isaya’s Aseworki” . 

(Though, foolishly you boasted they removed BANDAW Andargachew 

Tsige  because of your constant email or whatever silly reasoning you 

boasted for it:- there is nothing that could protect them even now if they 

want to repost Andargachew’s image as BANDA on their website,  it is 

only your illusion- I know that for fact).  

 

You said, you forced Ethiopatriots to remove his image from being 

posted as Banda?  You should have defend Ethiopian flag from 

Andargachew’s  image posted in the middle of our flag all over the 

websites and demonstrations, similar as Weyane and TPDM  tainted our 

flag with any image of their own they wanted to tainted it in the middle 

of the National flag illegally. Our flag is sacred and it should be kept 

clean as it is. We have seen Meles Zenawi’s photo replacing Jesus 

Chris’s image and posted right on the spot, on the top wall front of the 



church building , where the image of Christ was visible during his 

funeral in Addis Abeba . We are tired our flag and our religious sacred 

symbol getting disrespected, each posting their preferred image on them. 

So, you need your Ginbot 7 supporters not to mess our flag when they 

demonstrate in support of Andaragachew. That should have been your 

wordiness as much than a cartoon posted as a free speech posted on the 

Ethiopatriots.com.  

 

I thought I will never respond to you brother Ato Tedal for a person who 

calls me several times “Weyane”. A person who can’t distinguish 

between Weyane and anti Weyane does not deserve respond. But, I did, 

This is my third times to respond to you all in all since your hero Andy 

Tsige fall into the hand of Weyane in Yemen when he was ready to 

come back home far-welling his comrades in Eritrea for ever, to join his 

family in London  (according to Berhanu Negga) abandoning the battle 

field for ever the middle of an “intense war” with Weyane.   

 

The first time I responded to you was in regard to the Ginbot 7 leaders is 

አንዳርጋቸው/ግንቦት 7/ ባንዳ ነው አይደለም? መልስ ለአቶ ተድላ አስፋው!  ጌታቸው ረዳ 

last year posted on Ethiopatriots and Assimba.org. Because, you keep 

advocating to leaders of Ginbot 7 (demanding Ethiopatriots to remove a 

cartoon Berhanu carrying an ass from their website) whom you already 

condemned them (Andargachew/Ginbot 7) for working with Ethiopian 

enemy Isayas Afewerki.  

 

Not forgetting asking, your urge Ethiopians to condemned :- 

 

“Andargachew Tsige for Lionizing a dictator (Isayas) as a model for 

Africa/Ethiopia.  Again now, you flipped back and advocated for 

Andargachew who you also said “Ato Andargatchew is working hard to 

make sure Isaias finance is coming. That was the reason he came 

strongly to sell Isaias as “a man of the year of 2006″.  

 

What is wrong with you, now, you are telling me in your respond   

 



You admitted and said:- 

 

“Advocate for Andargatchew ?? Yes.”  

 

Mr Tedla,  Advocating for his release is fine. To advocate and protest 

and defended on website “Andaragachew and Berhanu and Efreme 

Madebo” led organization, defending those individuals as if they are not 

banda or anti Ethiopia propagandists whom I proved you on your own 

word that they work with enemy, to the extent  Andaragachew wants 

Ethiopia to have like Isayas Afwereki. What type of banda or mercenary 

messenger do you want than this shocking mercenary message Ato 

Tedla Asfaw? 

 

You said:- 

“I also called for the human rights violation by Isayas to be raised by 

ESAT.”  

How can you demand such, knowing the media is funded by Isays 

himself?  

 

You also said; 

“ I have not called Isayas a new breed of leader like Clinton in the 

1990s.” 

 

 You might not be Clinton, but you have advocated not calling banda 

political leaders as banda. I do not doubt, you could have made Andy 

and Andaragachew as a new hero and new breed of Africa if you could 

have been Clinton at this moment. Mr. Tedla, All the talk of sacrifice 

and yet I could never put my finger on what exactly all these people 

were sacrificing. All I see until this time is nothing but as you clearly 

said it when you were on your right mind,  

 

Quote;- 

 

“Ginbot 7 leadership defend working closely with Isaias Afewroki , Ato 

Andargatchew is working hard to make sure Isaias finance is coming. 



That was the reason he came strongly to sell Isaias as “a man of the year 

of 2006″. Lionizing a dictator as a model for Africa “self rule and 

reliance”. If Ginbot 7 has such leadership in mind for future Ethiopia 

after Woyane it will not win any free and fair election. 

“Ethiopians should ask how could Ginbot 7 leadership defend working 

closely with Isaias Afewroki who on this new year of 2006 message to 

his subjects and the rest of Ethiopia said that Ethiopia is a creation of 

“Second World War”  among many anti Ethiopia activities for more than 

two decades. It is only the mass uprising of Ethiopians that is a strong 

possibility for which Isaias is preparing itself to control such an event by 

sending ethnic armed groups to different part of Ethiopia for long term 

conflict. 

For the rest of us who wish change in Ethiopia should not be shy in 

expressing our views regarding Dr. Birhanu and Ato Andargatchew led 

Ginbot 7 movement 

Dr. Birhanu has a budget of 500,000 dollar from bankrupt Eritrea. The 

budget is used for Ginbot 7 and also for ESAT. Most of us believed that 

ESAT has nothing to do with Ginbot 7, that is now history, Ginbot 7 

owns ESAT.” 

 Thanks. I could not agree best than what you just stated last year when 

your mind was soberly accurate. Thanks again. Getachew Reda (Editor 

Ethiopian Semay) getachre@ao.com 
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